Ergonomics • Features • Benefits

Lockable Volume
Gilson’s patented volume locking system guarantees no accidental volume changes while pipetting. If you forget to lock your volume, simply completing your first pipetting cycle will lock it!

Adjustable Tip Ejector Button
A wider, convex button shape provides a larger resting area for your thumb and is suitable for both right- and left-handed users. Ejecting tips is now up to 50% easier versus the PIPETMAN Neo.

Redesigned Handle
This ergonomic pipette is designed to provide all day pipetting comfort. The redesigned handle is lightweight and the finger hook provides added comfort. The textured body makes it easy to hold onto, even when wearing gloves.

Tip Ejector Removal Button
The easy-to-remove tip ejector allows for ease of cleaning; entire lower part is fully autoclavable.

Universal Tip Holder
Unique tip holder design allows for a secure fit of many brands of tips, so there’s no need for a dedicated tip brand.

Internal Track System
The unique internal design applies equal pressure on each piston to ensure consistent volume levels across all channels when aspirating and dispensing.

Tip Ejector
The Gilson Trident and unique spacer distribute ejection forces evenly over each tip, significantly reducing the force required for ejecting tips.
Redesigned Body Shape. Enjoy a comfortable, lightweight pipette that has been designed to fit naturally in your hand. Its new shape ensures a perfect fit while the new hook reduces tensions while holding it, even with the multichannel models. The well balanced body helps prevent Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSI).

Effortless Tip Ejection. A new shape and new mechanism for the tip ejection system dramatically reduces the tip ejection forces by up to 50%. Before you pipette, you can adjust the tip ejector button according to your preferences (to the right, in the middle, or to the left) by simply rotating the button.

Reduced Pipetting Forces. Newly engineered springs reduce pipetting forces to only 9 Newtons. Other leading brands require up to 12 Newtons to pipette.

Comfortable Tip Ejection - You Choose! Either push the tip ejector button with the tip of your thumb (Figure 1) or with the base of your thumb (Figure 2), making it more comfortable and easier to access for any size hand.

Lockable Volume in 3 Easy Steps:
1. Push the thumbwheel up,
2. rotate to change the volume,
3. push the thumbwheel down to lock it and start pipetting!

Optimum Traceability
2D Identification Code for Easy Traceability. Keep track of maintenance records easily with this 2D barcode. This barcode provides the product reference number, the date of manufacture, the serial number and the maximum volume of the pipette. Use any 2D Data Matrix scanner to download the pipette information into an Excel spreadsheet or your own software for enhanced GLP compliance.

Confident Pipetting
Aspirate & Dispense Your Samples with Confidence. L Multichannel’s unique internal design applies even, equal pressure from either side of the pipette, rather than on the center of the channels like other multichannels do. So, unlike other brands, L Multi offers incredibly high accuracy and consistency of measurement on each and every channel.

Versatility. While other brands require the purchase of a dedicated pipette tip, the L Multichannel offers universal tip compatibility. Its versatile tip holder has been specifically designed to correspond to the variation in the geometry of the major leading tip brands. With this great feature, there is no need to purchase a dedicated tip brand.